
 

 

 

 

 
NWC Gold Console - SaD Beta Unit 

AMAZING!! This is truly a one of a kind, never released, ultra-Mega Rare piece of Nintendo Hardware.. 
WOWZA!!!!  

Here we have the fabled Nintendo World Championship Gold Console, only ever seen by a very select group of 
finalists in the 97' Nintendo World Championship tournament and a piece of the highly classified and 
controvertial history of a time at which Nintendo pushed both gaming excitement and the console wars TO THE 
MAX!!  

 
 

NWC Gold Console - SaD Beta Unit 
Item # 3012025129 

Computer & Video Gaming:Classic Platforms:Super Nintendo:Systems 

 

 

Current bid £1.00   Starting bid £1.00 
Quantity 1 # of bids 0   Bid history 

Time left 6 days, 22 hours +  Location Cramlington  
Country/Region United Kingdom /Newcastle  

Started 07-Mar-03 16:27:07 GMT   Mail this auction to a friend 
Ends 14-Mar-03 16:27:07 GMT   Watch this item  

Seller 
(rating) swade_29 (48)

View seller's feedback | View seller's other items | ask seller a question 

High bidder --

Payment see item description for payment methods 
accepted. 

Postage Buyer pays for all postage costs. Seller posts internationally (worldwide).  

Seller 
services Revise item | Sell similar item 

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item. You should contact the seller to resolve any questions before 
bidding. Auction currency is Pounds Sterling ( £ ) unless otherwise noted. 

Description 



 

This incredible console is the last model of the SNES ever created and was only ever used outside of Nintendo 
R'n'D during the final round of their 97' NWC tournament in which the lucky winner was presented with one of 
these custom made gold units, much as the winners of the Nintendo's NES NWC tournament were presented with 
the infamous special gold NWC carts!!!!!  

These Gold unit's are actually beta unit's (WOW! WOW!! WOW!!!) of the advanced model SNES which 
Nintendo developed following their failed collaboration with sony to create the SNES CD. Nintendo didn't just 
set out to make their hardware competative, they made it to destroy the competition.. and let me tell you this 
console is one bad mother!!  

Project codename "SaD SNES", Nintendo implemented advanced technical features to allow their console to take 
the console wars beyond the consumer market and right into the homes of consumers everywhere - IN YOUR 
FACE!!. Not only can this console play all of your favorite Super Nintendo titles it also comes fully equiped with 
atmospheric thrusters, SMEG (side mounted energy gun) and TITS (Tactical intelligent targetting system), 
allowing the console to Seek and Destroy any rival gaming hardware or software within it's target market area.  

 
"Following the success of their NES World Championship Tournament Nintendo had sought to boost their 

profile by throwing another such tournament, this time centered around their 16-bit generation console. 
Nintendo had hoped to use the tournament to lauch their advanced SNES by using special Gold beta units of 

the console in the final round of the competition, in which they sought to make the Unit's SaD features part of 
the gaming entertainment by strapping rival brand Sega Consoles onto the backs of finalists, thereby forcing 
them to compete in a game of Star Fox 2 while simultaneously avoiding the Console's TITS and SMEG, and 
with one of the unit's finally being presented as a prize to the winner (just as the infamous special gold NWC 

gold carts had been awarded in their previous tournament). 

Sadly while the finalists were truely gifted gamers, they lacked the nerve, and with it, the bladder control for 
such an adrenaline intensive final event, turning what could have been an incredible tournament finale into 
little more than a wet and wild turtle shoot. On the brighter side, when the power had been cut and the floor 

mopped dry, a lone survivor, critically injured and emotionally scarred, the plastic outer casing of the console 



he was carrying and it's Sega logo now fused to his spine, was declared the triumphant victor by default and 
awarded his prize in a special private ceremony held in the company of his friends, family and personal team 

of therapists and doctors (generously provided by Nintendo).  

Following the events of the NWC Tournament and mounting pressure from international trading standards 
and humanitarian bodies, Nintendo opted not to persue a public release, citing in an internal memo that the 

consumer market was not yet prepared for features such as SMEG and TITS in their home console systems." 

- taken from ShigStalker restroom pamphlet 

 
This console is rare!!.. R. A. R. E. Exclaimation. Exclaimation. you will NEVER get another chance to own 
something as awesome and rare as this!.. *I* shouldn't even have something as rare as this!, but I got lucky!, 
REAL LUCKY!!, the original owner's care worker gave it to me as compensation after it escaped and mistook 
my cat for a Master System.. SCORE!!  

The system is in perfect working order and is in fantastic condition with it's original golden-yellow coloration 
perfectly intact without any fading whatsoever  

Comes as Unit only, features include:  

l Atmospheric Thrusters (Max hovering height: 25ft)  
l SMEG (High discharge)  
l TITS  
l Unique colour outer casing  
l Compatible with all region Super Nintendo games*  

* excludes SF, NTSC and PAL 

  
Click above pictures to see larger shots of the console in action!! 

 
DON'T MISS OUT!!! This is a genuine one of a kind, there haven't even been any sightings of another one of 

these, not even anything like it!, without a doubt it's definately 1000/10 rarity. In fact, short of hiring a crack team 
of Cyborg Ninja Pigmies to raid Nintendo's R'n'D lab you will never have another chance of getting one of these 

again, this is the only chance there is for you to own such a bowel-twistingly important piece of gaming 
history!!!! 

Auction Terms and conditions:  

1. The Currency conversion rate for international bidders will be determined from any point in history at which the rate will be 
most beneficial to myself.  



2. I reserve the right to cancel the bids of any bidder who I believe may have either, an interest in gaming, no interest in gaming, 
cooties or skin.  

3. After the auction ends, completetion of the transation will be suspended pending the winning bidder's submition of both a urine 
and stool sample to their nearest vetinary practitioner and their successful completion of 6 - 8 months of highly invasive medical 
testing with a randomly selected pharmaceutical corporation specializing in fungal and bacterial infestations of the rectum.  

Postage is unavailable on this auction, as is collection of the item, as after being released upon reciept of payment the unit will make it's 
own way to the winning bidder given that they keep a Mega CD on their person at all times. Postage Disclaimer: I am in no way 
responsible for any injuries, loss of limbs or deaths resulting from the unit seeking out the winning bidder, and all damages caused by 
the unit are the responsibility of the winning bidder after the unit's release from my posession. 

Payment may be made by either cash, cheque, postal order or preferably definitive answers and proof pertaining to the existential 
meaning of life and the universe.  

Important Disclaimer: The above description does not pertain to the actual contents of the auction, and any winning bidder will not recieve anything even remotely matching or 
relating to the item description above. There is very little point in bidding on this auction, however anyone even considering placing a bid would be far better advised to make a 

donation to a far more worthwhile cause such as comic relief who's humourous fund-raising tactics are far more entertaining and amusing than this auction. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Free Counters powered by Andale!  
 

 

Payment Details 
See Payment Instructions and item description, or 
contact seller for more information. 

See item description or contact seller for more information. 

Payment Instructions 

Bidding 

NWC Gold Console - SaD Beta Unit 
Item # 3012025129   

  Starting bid   £1.00    

  Your maximum bid:    
  (Minimum bid: £1.00 )  

 
You will confirm on the next page 

Place Bid  

eBay will bid incrementally on your behalf up to your maximum bid , 
which is kept secret from other eBay users. The eBay term for this is proxy 
bidding .  

Your bid is a contract - Place a bid only if you're serious about buying the 

 

  How to Bid   

  1. Register to bid - if you haven't 
already. It's free! 

 

  2. Learn about this seller - read 
feedback comments left by 
others. 

 

  3. Know the details - read the item 
description and payment & 
postage terms closely. 

 

  4. If you have questions - contact 
the seller swade_29   before 
you bid. 

 


